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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR: SUSAN MURRAY
Darts Hill Garden was closed for the month of August, following a busy spring and early
summer of events such as Saturday Strolls, Surrey Environmental Extravaganza, Native Loop
and Garden clean ups, Surrey Doors Open, the Plein Air Open House and the Sounds of
Summer. Weather had a significant impact on event attendance as some of the event days
were cool and wet.
Maria Fish began her new role as Director, Feature Gardens, City of Surrey Parks on July 18.
Within the first week of her arrival, she took on the task of Vice Chair of the recently
reinvigorated DHGCTS Collections Committee, with myself as the chair. To maintain its
unique position in the Pacific North West as a superlative garden of rare plants and trees,
additions and deletions to the plant material of Darts Hill Garden cannot occur in haphazard
manner but must look to the vision of the garden’s founders Ed and Francisca Darts. A
working policy for the Collections Committee was discussed by the DHGCTS Board over
several meetings and finalized in June. Collections Committee members Pam Yokome,
Sharon Lawson, Ken Warren, Maria Fish and myself have a challenge ahead
to
recommend the replacements to the Filbert Allee.

Enjoy the last dog days of summer but as Autumn approaches plan to attend a Saturday
Stroll, fall Members’ days, or the Fall Open House and/or one of the two plant sales. The
garden will be lovely with vibrant colours and new plants to see, such as those the Woodland
planting on either side of the basalt staircase!
Plein Air
participants

Photo provided by
Nancy Armstrong

Douglas Justice
provided a tour
to those few
visitors during
the Doors Open
event.

THE DECLINE OF THE FILBERTS
In Francisca Darts' journal, dated April 2, 1951, she noted that, "After lunch went down to count
the pegs where we eventually hope to set out filberts. These are the first three rows nearest the road. I
counted 49. (Ed wrote to Shane Bros and two places in Oregon for quotes a couple of evenings later.)
After a small tour of inspection again, got to work on lawn." The iconic Filbert Allee, recorded 65
years ago in Francisca' s writings about her garden, was removed August 8 and 9th, 2016.
It is interesting that Francisca reported three pegged rows for filberts but only two rows
remained in 2016. It was sad to see them go but the trees were in serious decline with no
chance of improvement. Thirty one were cut to the ground and chipped on site. The stumps
were ground to a depth of 30 cm to reduce the opportunity for volunteer root suckers and the
area will be replanted in 2017.
Six infected trees in Bed 43, 1 tree south of Darts House and 2 north of the house are also
scheduled for removal. Please see the following page for information on the disease that caused
this decline.

The DHGCTS Collections Committee is tasked with the job of making a recommendation to
the new Director regarding replacements for the filberts. It will not be easy!

Article and photos provided by Susan Murray

EASTERN FILBERT BLIGHT:
The filberts at Darts Hill Garden Park were seriously affected by Eastern Filbert blight. They
were removed in August 2016, after a 65 year tenancy in the garden. A new planting of, as yet
to be determined tree genus/species, will take their place.
Eastern Filbert blight (EFB) is very a common and
serious disease in hazelnut plantations throughout the
Pacific North-Western United States and southern part
of British Columbia. Eastern Filbert blight is caused by
a fungus, Anisogramma anomala. The trees at Darts Hill
first exhibited the characteristic disease symptoms of
leaf discoloration and twig dieback. Branches
Black stoma bearing spores
displayed the diagnostic straight lines of black spore
bearing stoma. As time and the disease progressed,
cankers formed and the fungus girdled the larger
stems. Entire stems died back until the trees became
unsightly. Tree vigour and productivity declined
significantly as shown in the images from 2002, 2009
and 2016 of the same group of filberts in the Filbert
Allee. The filberts in 2002 and 2009 look healthy and
lush but in the intervening 7 years, tree health
Leaf discoloration
declined sufficiently to warrant removal of the entire
orchard plus several orphan filberts located
throughout the garden.
Source: BC Ministry of Agriculture, Eastern Filbert Blight PDF, March 2016

View to south from top 2009

View to south from top 2016

View to south from top 2002
View to west 2016

View to north 2016

CITY OPERATIONS – AS PROVIDED MARIA FISH, Director of Feature Gardens
I’m very excited to be joining the team at Darts Hill Garden. The generous donation of the garden by
Francisca and Edwin Darts has resulted in an invaluable asset to the residents of Surrey. The garden is
not only a repository of rare and unusual plants; it is a place for learning and sharing for the
community.
My first experience with the garden was soon after graduating from Toronto’s Masters in Landscape
Architecture Program. I was selected to work on design projects in the garden because of my previous
certification in horticulture from Capilano University. Since my first introduction to the garden I have
become a registered Landscape Architect with the BC Society of Landscape Architects.
I have worked for the City of Surrey for the last 8 years in the Parks Planning, Research and Design
Section of the Parks Division. I have had the pleasure of working on some of the park improvements
which have taken place in the garden over this time. As such, I have had the opportunity to meet and
work with the talented members of the Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society (DHGCTS).
From my experience I have found that the DHGCTS is a unique group of volunteers with a wealth of
plant knowledge and history of the garden.
Since starting in my current role, we have been working on functional improvements to the park,
which will be on going.
As we move forward we would like to transition into horticultural
enhancements, rather than reactive solutions. The garden is a mature garden which is shading itself
out. The potential of losing key specimens is concerning.
As we look to the future, I would like to improve access for the public. I look forward to working with
staff and volunteers to develop educational opportunities for all ages. I look forward to meeting those
of you who I haven’t as of yet had the opportunity to meet. The Society is a true asset to the garden
and the community. I hope to provide organization and consistency in supporting both Staff and
Volunteers.
I look forward to working with you on what is yet to come.

Reinstatement of the path between bed 9A and 9B

Ptelea trifoliata

Family: Rutaceae, common name: Hop Tree, Bed 16

Ptelea trifoliata is a dense, rounded, deciduous shrub or small tree which occurs in open
woods, glades, ravines, thickets and prairies. Typically grows to 10-20' tall. Features
compound, trifoliate, shiny, dark green leaves (each leaflet is 2-5" long) which turn greenish
yellow in autumn. Native to SE USA.
This tree has several very descriptive common names:
(a) hop tree (in reference to the use of the seeds as a
substitute for hops), (b) wafer ash (in reference to the
thin, wafer-like appearance of the seed and (c)
stinking ash (in reference to the unpleasant smell of
not only the flowers but also bruised foliage and bark).
Genus name of Ptelea is from Greek (meaning elm) in
recognition of the similarity of the seed to that of elms.
Source: www.missouribotanicalgarden.org

Sounds of Summer

saw 553
visitors enjoy the guitar sounds of Don
Alder at Darts Hill.
Summer sunsets, live music and stunning
settings. From classical strings to
gypsy swing, Surrey’s Sounds of Summer
was a free live music series in the city,
and a fantastic way to discover gardens,
rediscover a favourite space, or relax and
unwind within a beautiful outdoor
setting.
Visitors brought their folding chairs,
blankets and picnic baskets, to enjoy a
beautiful evening. Darts Hill volunteers
were kept busy driving the ‘less steady
walkers’ from and to the parking lot.
Free performances were from 6:30 to 8:00
pm, Wednesday evenings, throughout
the Summer.
K. Piccott

Ligularia ‘Osiris’ by the pond –
photo from S. Murray

Photo by K. Piccott

MEMBERSHIP CORNER
UPCOMING SCHEDULE
SATURDAY STROLLS
EVERY SATURDAY IN SEPTEMBER
11-3 PM

MEMBERS’ DAY
and plant sale

- Jane Robinson, Hospitality

It is hard to believe we are almost into September already and
looking back on several months of a successful season so far.
My only regret is that I have no photos to share. I often have
my camera with me but just never remember to use it. You
can tell I am not from the ‘selfie’ generation.

FALL OPEN HOUSE
And plant sale
SATURDAY SEPT 24
11- 3 PM

The attendance has been good this year with a high
percentage of first time visitors. It is also wonderful to see so
many families coming with their children. One little girl was
already growing her own vegetables.
The Hospitality
volunteers, who are members and Darts Hill Garden
enthusiasts themselves, enjoy hearing the many glowing
comments from people as they leave after experiencing the
Garden.

MEMBERS’ DAY,
SUNDAY OCT 16
11- 3 PM

The volunteers also like signing up new members who can
then go on to enjoy greater involvement in the Garden by
volunteering themselves.

SATURDAY SEPT 17

11- 3 PM

FALL OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY OCT 22
11- 3 PM
MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 20
11- 3 PM

There
is
a
great
camaraderie at Darts Hill
Garden among volunteers
who often give their time
to more than one work
group.
Volunteer Sharon and her grandson,
Caden

MEMBERSHIP CORNER,

c o n t in u e d …..

MAY Members’ Day
Saturday, May 21st was on the Victoria Day weekend with a Saturday Stroll and a Plant Sale.
It was a pleasant cool and cloudy day with good attendance including 22 members. A tour
was not scheduled but, when there was obvious interest in one, Rose Mary Wald stepped up
to take a group on one of her famously informative trips around the Garden.
JUNE Members’ Day
Saturday, June 18th had great potential. Not only was it also a Saturday Stroll and Plant Sale
but Darts Hill Garden was a stop on the Surrey Doors Open event this year for the first time.
Unfortunately, the very wet weather spoiled some of the fun and kept the crowds away.
Douglas Justice gave a tour with his signature flair which brought the Garden alive for a
small hardy group. Our caring, all-day volunteer, May, kindly lent her umbrella to a stalwart
visitor whose only outer garment against the elements was a garbage bag! A very satisfying
moment was being able to help a group enquiring about a plaque in the Garden they had been
asked to visit. It turned out to be the one beneath the statue of the deer just up behind the
Meet & Greet area.
JULY Members’ Day
Saturday, July 17th was a day for Members only and the weather was perfect....warm and
sunny. Twenty-eight members took advantage of their day with some bringing guests along
to share it with them. Members receive Guest passes with their membership and extras can
also be purchased. Nancy Oike gave a tour of the Garden to an appreciative group.

I decided that this was the day to take back possession of our Meet & Greet storage box from
an aggressive colony of spiders whose size and webs would not be out of place at
Halloween. I was also not thrilled to come across a group of slugs in a damp corner. The
webs and slugs I could remove but the spiders held their ground. Using the box is now a
more pleasant experience but I fear I will have to do battle again in the future.
Upcoming Members’ Days
Saturday, September 17th will be paired with a Saturday Stroll and Plant Sale. Rain or shine,
our sunny volunteers at the Meet & Greet will be there to welcome you. Be sure to pick up a
membership, or make sure yours is current, because the Members’ Days in October and
November are for Members ONLY. You do not want to miss the Halloween candy in October!
PLEASE NOTE: These two Members’ Days are being held on SUNDAYS, October 16th and
November 20th.
December – The Garden is closed.

GUIDES UPDATE – by
Pam Yokome
Darts Hill Guides are delighted
to welcome a new Guide to our
fold. Anne Sprung will be a
familiar face to many as she
spent the last six years as our
Membership lead, spending
many, many days manning the
Meet and Greet table, signing up
new
and
renewing
old
members, searching out unusual
plants for the mystery plant
search, working with the
propagation group and a
myriad of other Darts Hill
chores.
Welcome Anne, to the Darts Hill
Guides. We know you will be an
excellent Guide and a great
ambassador for the garden.

Anne, with her pink pashmina

PROPAGATION UPDATE– by Pam Yokome
A new irrigation system for the Propagation plan plunge
beds and Alpine Beds
The Propagation volunteers are very happy to have a
complete and reliable underground automatic watering
system in place. This system covers the plunge beds, old
veggie garden/grow bed as well as the two Alpine garden
beds.
Great job by Blue Pine Enterprises and a thank you for the
coordination help by the City of Surrey gardeners. This
system means Ross Williams and some of our other
volunteers don’t have to spend hours watering, repairing
and moving hoses and sprinklers around during the
summer months. And our plants are happy too!

PLANT OF THE SEASON, provided by Jacqueline Hohmann
The challenge is on! Can you find our second Medlar?

Mespilus germanica, in bed C1!!

Photo: K. Piccott

Everyone likes a fruit tree, but have you ever heard of a fruit called ‘medlar’? Most of us
haven’t, but we actually have two medlars growing in Darts Hill Garden. Medlar is
botanically known as Mespilus germanica. It is a small, deciduous tree native to areas of Asia
and Europe, where its fruits were eaten by Greeks and Romans, and mentioned in the
writings of Shakespeare. But here in North America, they are almost unknown.
The fruits are rosy-coloured and resemble large rose hips. The taste is noted as being
delicious, but here’s the catch – the fruit is most edible when it’s almost over ripe. That’s
when it takes on notes of vanilla, cinnamon and cider, with the texture described as ‘apple
butter’. This fruit’s small window of edibility may have something to do with its lack of
popularity in our food system!
Growing only 15-20 feet and displaying
lovely fall colours, medlar would be a
suitable tree for a small garden – if only

Now will he sit under a medlar tree,

you could find one to plant.

O Romeo, that she were, O that she were

And wish his mistress were that kind of fruit
As maids call medlars, when they laugh alone.

An open-arse and thou a pop'rin pear!

Jacqueline Hohmann
Onefinebackyard.com
Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet

Many of you may have read the article below, as it appeared in the Lee Valley Gardening newsletter.
The author has graciously allowed the Darts Hill Society to reprint it.

Gina Dobrodzicka is a freelance writer and trained horticulturalist who volunteered with Master Gardeners of
Ottawa-Carleton for five years. Currently, she volunteers with the Vancouver Master Gardeners Chapter, the
South Surrey Garden Club and Darts Hill Garden Society. Her website is www.gdgardendesign.com. Text
and photos by Gina Dobrodzicka

GREEN BLOOMS – FLORAL ODDITIES
Green, the most common color in the plant kingdom, is produced by a compound called chlorophyll,
also known as green pigment. Due to varying ratios of chlorophyll, there is a wide range of green
shades – from soft chartreuse or laurel through forest green, malachite, jade, olive drab or shamrock to
the boldest shades such as midnight or army green.
Green, so widespread in the garden, is one of the rarest of the flower colors. These floral oddities have
either petals or modified floral elements in various green shades. These elements include sepals (small
petal-like structures that sit below the petals), tepals (a collective name used for petals and sepals that
are fused into one structure) or bracts (specialized leaves often found at the base of flowers).
In the garden, green blooms tend to fade into the mass of green
foliage so they are best placed where they can be observed at
close range. When presented correctly, they add an air of
sophistication and elegance, as well as a sense of order and
calm. They can also make effective buffers that smooth the
transition between color schemes or tone down stronger hues.
When added to a busy garden, green flowers give the eye a
place to rest. Although green blooms range from green-tinged
white to darkest forest green, the most common shade is soft
chartreuse, a blend of warm yellow and cool green that acts as
The oak-leaved 'Snowflake' hydrangea sends
lime-green, double flowers.
an effective accent colour.
Many green-blooming plants have been developed through
breeding and selection primarily for the floral industry. They
have long been known as a florist's best friends. They are
perfect candidates for bouquets or arrangements suitable for
any occasion. Tender chrysanthemums are usually the
number one choice in the florist's world. Their green
offerings are impressive and include pompom mums
'Kermit' or 'Yoko Ono', bigger football mums, as well as the
relatively new introductions such as large spider mums
'Shamrock' or 'Anastasia' and quill mums 'Revert'. Among
green-blooming roses, you can find light-green 'Jade',
yellow-green 'Emerald' and a bi-color 'Cezanne'. The mossy
green gerbera 'Marimo', fuzzy dianthus 'Green Ball', fragrant
The striking blooms of dianthus 'Green Ball' have a
slightly surreal look
bells of Ireland (Moluccella laevis) and double lisianthus 'Lime
Green' are other standbys on the florist's list. The more exotic
green blossoms include anthuriums such as 'Midori' and
callas such as 'Green Goddess'.

Green blooms are produced by many herbaceous plants, some bulbs as well as a few shrubs. If you
want to add some of these floral oddities to your garden, the first one to bloom would be hardy
hellebores with their magnificent, bowl-shaped flowers. Examples include Corsican hellebore
(Helleborus x nigercors or Helleborus argutifolius) or dungwort (H. foetidus).
These can be followed by the well-populated group of spring bulbs including daffodils (Narcissus
spp.) such as lemon-lime 'St. Patrick's Day' and numerous tulips (Tulipa spp.) such as the mid-season
'Evergreen' and late 'Spring Green', pink-flashed 'Groenland' and the red-streaked 'Flaming Spring
Green'. The bulbs can be accompanied by spring-blooming perennials such as primula (Primula
vulgaris) 'Francisca' with ruffled bright green flowers, showy spurges such as the hybrid spurge 'Tiny
Tim' (Euphorbia x martinii) and columbines (Aquilegia spp.), specifically double 'Lime Sorbet' or
clematis-like 'Green Apples'. In the late spring, they can be joined by the lady's mantle (Alchemilla
mollis), with its sprays of dainty chartreuse blossoms.

The nodding bowl-shaped blooms of the Corsican hellebore
are harbingers of spring.

Shaggy masterwort, also known as astrantia 'Shaggy' (Astrantia
major),produces distinctive umbels of starry, ivory-white flowers with a
green collar. This cultivar is valued for its extraordinarily large blooms.

Summer brings a new selection of green blooms. Among summer-flowering perennials, my favorite is
the masterwort (Astrantia major), especially the handsome cultivar 'Star of Billion'. The most attractive
feature is its showy bracts with prominent green venation and tips. Daylilies (Hemerocallis spp.) offer
many cultivars in the chartreuse range including ruffled 'Green Mystique', spidery 'Green Arrow' and
'Green Inferno', as well as flowers with vivid-green throats such as 'Green Flutter', 'Lime Frost' or
'Frozen Jade'.
Among the purple coneflowers (Echinacea purpurea), you can find 'Green Envy' with blooms that
emerge lime green but gradually develop a pink flush, and the more color stable 'Green Jewel' with
attractive quilled petals. 'Green Wizard', the extraordinary cultivar of black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia
occidentalis), would be perfect at the back of a border where its bright-green sepals and central black
cone can be fully appreciated. Another vertical accent can be provided by the agave-leaved sea holly
(Eryngium agavifolium) with thimble-like green flower heads held upon upright stems.

The impressively large green balls of the
'Annabelle' hydrangea.

'Green Jewel', a cultivar of purple coneflower, features attractive quilled
petals and a prominent cone all in a lime-green shade

While there are not many green-blooming shrubs, their large size does make a strong visual impact.
Among roses, the only genuine green one in existence is the Chinese rose 'Viridiflora' (Rosa chinensis).
Its strange double blooms are made up entirely of solid-green sepals. (There is also 'Greensleeves' of
floribunda roses; its semi-double initially light-green flowers fade to pink.) Similarly, sepals create
blooms in all hydrangea shrubs. 'Limelight', the cultivar of the panicle hydrangea (Hydrangea
paniculata), sends long-lasting creamy-green blooms. Its flat-topped cousin 'Annabelle', a well-known
cultivar of smooth hydrangea (Hydrangea arborescens), produces large, globular blooms that open
green, turn white for several weeks and gradually return to green. Vertical green options include two
double clematises – the 'FlorePleno' and the 'Duchess of Edinburgh'.
The summer garden would not be complete without some annuals. Among tender-green bloomers you
can find zinnia (Zinnia elegans) 'Envy Double', with pompom-like flowers, as well as celosias including
the plume type (Celosia argentea plumosa) with the feathery 'Sylphid' and the tropical-looking
cockscomb celosias (C. cristata) 'Lemon Light' and 'Spring Green'. The flowering tobacco plant's
offerings include common nicotiana 'Lime Green' (Nicotia naalata) and the hybrid (N. x sanderae) with
the same cultivar name, as well as Langsdorff'snicotiana (N. langsdorffii).
The green flowering season can end with unusual green asters. Instead of petals, 'Emerald Isle' China
asters (Callistephus chinensis) produce dense crowns of green leaves that grow around their yellow
centers. Other early autumn favorites include the gladiolus cultivar 'Green Star' featuring acid green
blooms and the sunflower (Helianthus annuus) 'Jade' with lime-green petals; these are old classics with
new faces.

Green-blooming plants have been and still are sought out by plant enthusiasts, collectors as well as
everyday gardeners. Our interest in the unusual assures survival of these floral oddities.
More photos on the
following
page
provided by Gina.

The 'Green Spring’ tulip is an outstanding classic with its
ivory white flowers and soft green feathering.

The strikingly beautiful tulip 'China Town’ opens pale
pinkish white with bold green feathering. As blooms
mature the colours deepen. The variegated foliage is a
nice bonus.

Amazing jade green blooms of primulas ‘Francisca’ have
ragged-edged petals and bright yellow centres.

This green beauty has a very appropriate
name 'Green Jewel’.

Another green blooming hellebore

‘Spring Green’ tulips look great in a company of
contrasting flamboyant ‘Black Parrot’ tulips
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Tree:

Tree:

Details: Heavily pruned in 2010; the following
year seemed to revert, with loss of variegation
and change in branch and leaf growth habit
from small and compact to vigorous!

Alangium chinense is an evergreen tree growing at
a slow rate. Insects pollinate the flowers. It is in
flower from June to July and the seeds ripen from
August to November. The small oval fruit turn
dark blue in autumn.

Ulmus parvifolia ‘Variegata’
variegated Chinese elm
Family: Ulmaceae
Bed:
38
Range: China, Korea, Japan

This tree has been described as ‘one of the most
splendid elms’.

www.rhs.org.uk

Alangium chinense
Begonialeaf Alangium
Family: Cornaceae
Bed:
36
Range: Africa, Asia, W. China

Although the plant is used in Chinese herbalism,
parts of this plant are toxic.

Cercis racemosa,

commonly know as redbud or chain
flowered redbud. (bed 30?)
Here is a beautiful variation on the popular Redbud or Judas
tree. A rare and unique native of western China. Instead of
the typical blossoms knitted tightly to every branch and
twig, the Chain flowered redbud has, as its name implies,
chains of flowers, as long as 4 inches, which dangle from the
branches, rather like a laburnum, or wisteria, which gives a
very different look to this redbud and a more graceful
display of bloom. The flower color is also a little softer as
well. Instead of a loud magenta-red, soft pink blossoms hang
from the branches instead, and sway delicately in the lightest
breeze. Like most Redbuds, it is deciduous and the leaves
may turn a soft yellow in autumn. Source: www.atreeaday.com

The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how
many references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

Turkish hazel, Family: Betulaceae

The garden is closed in August, and I have never visited at that
time. But a few weeks ago, Anne Sprung and I found a quiet
Saturday to better understand how to guide. We were provided
with a 10 stopping-points tour, a tour that is intended to be 2
hours. 3.5 hours later we had so thoroughly enjoyed the treasurers
we found. One such treasure was the Corylus colurna (the old label
identified the species as colvrna) in Bed 36.

The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how
many references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

According to the Royal Horticultural Society webpage, this is a deciduous tree or large shrub with
broad leaves, showy male catkins in early spring followed by edible nuts (see photo). The nuts look
pre-historic and that’s what caught our eye. Considering the demise of the filberts, I thought I
would provide information about this tree, not only for historical reference but to once again
highlight the rare and unique plant material at Darts Hill. Plant range: SE Eur., W Asia

Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an organization working in partnership
with the City of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill Garden Park.

Contact: info@dartshill.ca

Provided by K. Piccott

Corylus colurna, common name:

